### Science and Math Comment Report

#### 33. Comments or suggestions for improvements

*Thank you for this opportunity to give honest feedback on how this process has impacted me and my students.*

#### 33. Comments or suggestions for improvements

From the beginning, the process was flawed. Initial meeting results were ignored and planning continued without further input. Everything looks like it was done without instructional input and the buildings are ugly. The money from measure C was mis spent from the beginning.

#### 33. Comments or suggestions for improvements

Handing of the roadway sign configuration needs improvement. Either all of the signs need to be changed at once, not in increments, for traffic safety. ADA redirection pathways were often not wide enough.

#### 33. Comments or suggestions for improvements

Listen to the users regarding furniture.

#### 33. Comments or suggestions for improvements

The whole Measure C Bond Modernization is disaster, a mess, chaos...

#### 33. Comments or suggestions for improvements

The major problem is that there seems to be no “standard” on anything. I have been directly involved in the setup of all building (either new or remolded) and everyone is different, and no one (board and upper level management) seem to care. I remember spending hours in meetings coming up with the standards to be used only to see them disregarded for the sake of saving a few $$$$. Swinerton is not doing their part in making sure the problems we have experienced on prior buildings do not get repeated as me move forward. The simple fact is once Swinerton is gone the College will be stuck maintaining whatever was installed.